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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, a membrane evolutionary artificial potential field (memEAPF) approach for solving the
mobile robot path planning problem is proposed, which combines membrane computing with a genetic
algorithm (membrane-inspired evolutionary algorithm with one-level membrane structure) and the
artificial potential field method to find the parameters to generate a feasible and safe path. ThememEAPF
proposal consists of delimited compartments where multisets of parameters evolve according to rules of
biochemical inspiration to minimize the path length. The proposed approach is compared with artificial
potential field based path planning methods concerning to their planning performance on a set of twelve
benchmark test environments, and it exhibits a better performance regarding path length. Experiments to
demonstrate the statistical significance of the improvements achieved by the proposed approach in static
and dynamic environments are shown.Moreover, the implementation results using parallel architectures
proved the effectiveness and practicality of the proposal to obtain solutions in considerably less time.
© 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
In motion planning, the main problem is to calculate the path
that allows a robot to move from a starting point to a goal point
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of the environment while avoiding obstacles. This well-known
problem is addressed in literature as path planning problem [1,2],
and entails high computational complexity since it is an NP-hard
problem [1,3,4]. Finding feasible solutions in critical applications
of autonomous mobile robots in real-life requires solving path
planning problems efficiently.
A goal in mobile robotics is to enable the robot to navigate suc-
cessfully through the environment, hence the mobile robot (MR)
needs to be equipped at leastwith sensors, the on-board computer,
and the locomotion system [5]. Modern autonomous MRs are
equipped with high-performance on-board computers to achieve
multiple tasks with high processing demands, such as sensing,
learning, reasoning, path planning in complex static and dynamic
environments, and motion. For example, the development of MRs
with moral – to take care our children crossing the street – is a
present goal, and this requires path planning algorithms that allow
implementing real-time schedules to achieve a safe, smooth and
stable control of the MR [6].
This novel work contributes to state of the art with a high-
performance soft computingmethodology focused on solving real-
life motion planning problems for MRs. This original proposal
was evaluated using several scenarios and contrasted against up
to date approaches and reported results, in the same research
line referent to potential field methods – i.e., methods based on
the artificial potential field (APF) – outperforming them. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no work in the literature which
considers the use of membrane-inspired evolutionary algorithms
(MIEA) [7,8] with potential field approach to solve the MR path
planning problem.
We named the proposal memEAPF (membrane evolutionary ar-
tificial potential field), because it is a hybrid approach based on
an appropriate combination of three methodologies: membrane
computing (cell-like P systems) [9,10], evolutionary computation
(in specific a genetic algorithm) [11] and the APFmethod [12], used
for solving the path planning problem. In specific aMIEAwith one-
level membrane structure (OLMS) [7,13,14] is employed to evolve
a set of parameters required to generate the solution (path) that
will drive the MR to its goal. The memEAPF can work efficiently
in static and dynamic environments. It takes advantage of novel
computer architectures to speed up the computation, providing
high-quality solutions in considerable less time, in comparison of
similar software versions whose algorithms do not exploit such
advantages. We present an extensive simulation study to evaluate
and demonstrate the performance of the proposal.
In this work, the memEAPF approach is proposed to solve MR
path planning problems. The main contributions of this paper can
be summarized as follows:
1. The memEAPF is a novel proposal based upon membrane
evolutionary algorithm with one-level membrane structure
that can find feasible paths, outperforming motion planning
proposals based on the APF method.
2. The memEAPF is capable to achieve results (feasible paths)
considering distance (minimum path length), safety (avoid-
ing collisions) and smoothness (due to the use of the APF).
3. The memEAPF takes advantage of recent computer tech-
nology by making practical its implementation in parallel
architectures to speed up the computation time obtaining
results in considerable less time.
4. Extensive experiments are carried out by considering vari-
ous complex static and dynamic environments to verify the
effectiveness and practicality of memEAPF to perform path
planning in off-line and on-line mode.
The field of path planning is a vast area of study, and there have
been published hundreds of papers with proposals to solve path
planning problems. Therefore, in Section 2we present a broad clas-
sification of diverse techniques, we mentioned some related work
that cover classical and approximation algorithms. The remainder
of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, the path planning
problem is stated. In Section 4, the description of the memEAPF
approach is presented. In Section 5, the conducted experiments
supported with a complete comparative study of twelve test envi-
ronments as well as the experimental results are provided. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2. Related work
Robot motion planning can be broadly classified into two main
approaches: classical, and approximation algorithms.
Classical approaches include: roadmap, cell decomposition,
mathematical programming, and potential field method [15].
• Roadmap is a computational geometry-based approach to
path planning [16] which mainly is subdivided in: visibility
graph [17], Voronoi diagram [16], subgoal network [18], and
silhouette approach [19].
• In cell decomposition the idea is to decompose the C-space
into a set of simple cells and then compute the adjacency
among cells. In [20] the cell decomposition is used to con-
struct a connectivity graph with observation cells; the graph
is pruned and transformed into a decision tree from which
an optimal sensing strategy can be computed to perform the
path planning.
• In themathematical programming approach, the requirement
of obstacle avoidance is represented by a set of inequalities on
the configuration parameters, the idea is to minimize certain
scalar quantities to find the optimal curve between the start
and the goal point [15].
• Potential field method was introduced by Khatib [12] for a
configured space. The main idea of the method is to establish
an attractive potential field around the goal position, as well
as to establish a repulsive potential field force around obsta-
cles, by this idea the potential field method uses attractive and
repulsive forces to guide a robot to its goal while keeping
it away from obstacles. The MR is considered as a particle
under the influence of a potential field, and the local variation
reflects the free space structure.
Approximation algorithms are methods based on heuristics or
meta-heuristics, they can yield good solutions, but not necessarily
the optimum; this category mainly includes: probabilistic meth-
ods, single/multiple objective bio-inspired algorithms, and fuzzy logic
among others.
• Probabilistic methods are mainly subdivided in: probabilis-
tic roadmaps [21], rapidly-exploring random trees [22], level
set [23], and linguistic geometry [24].
• Bio-inspired algorithms include evolution based algorithms
such as genetic algorithms [25], evolutionary strategy, differ-
ential evolution, swarm-based algorithms, and algorithms in-
spired by ecology systems such as the air and the water [26].
Examples of swarm-based intelligence paradigms employed
in MR path planning are ant colony optimization [27], particle
swarm optimization [28], artificial bee colony [29] and bee
colony optimization [30,31].
• Multi-objective proposals to solve the MR path planning
have been addressed with multi-objective evolutionary al-
gorithms [32] such as non-dominated sorting genetic algo-
rithm II [33], other proposals include variable neighborhood
search [5], andmembrane-inspired algorithms [34].
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• Stigmergy [35], fuzzy logic [36],wavelets [37], tabu search [38]
and simulated annealing [39] are other algorithms that have
served as coremethodology to develop path planning propos-
als. In control for trajectory tracking inMR navigation, type-1
and type-2 fuzzy logic systems have been developed [40,41]
as well as membrane based controllers [42].
All the mentioned methods have their strengths and draw-
backs; they are deeply connected to one another, and in many
applications, some of them were combined to derive the desired
MR motion planner in the most effective and most efficient man-
ner [15]. In the literature, it has been stated that classical ap-
proaches suffer from numerous disadvantages, such as trapping in
localminima aswell as high time complexity in large search spaces.
With the intention to overcome such drawbacks, many proposals
have emerged that combine one or several approximation algo-
rithms.
In that sense, the memEAPF is a hybrid algorithm that syn-
ergistically combines membrane computing with a genetic algo-
rithm and the APF method to solve path planning problems. As
a branch of natural computing, membrane computing, initiated
by Gheorghe Păun in 1998 [9], aims to abstract distributed and
parallel computing models, also called P systems or membrane
systems, from the compartmentalized structure and interactions
of living cells [34]. The obtained computingmodels (P systems) are
distributed parallel devices that evolve through rules and process
the multisets of objects into the compartments that are hierar-
chically defined [10]. Regarding the genetic algorithm employed
in the memEAPF, the main reason is due to its usefulness and
efficiency in large and complex search spaces, it can rapidly locate
good solutions in difficult search spaces, and it is relatively easy to
implement [26].
The APFmethod is used in path planning because of its simplic-
ity, mathematical elegance and effectiveness in providing smooth
and safe planning; unfortunately, it has limitations in many real-
world applications where the environment is dynamic, and there-
fore APF method becomes impractical, producing inefficient path
planning [43]. With the aim to overcome these limitations, the
memEAPF approach through themembrane-inspired evolutionary
algorithm optimizes the parameters required for the APF method
to generate a feasible and safe path in static and dynamic environ-
ments. The memEAPF can work with one or several processors,
which is important because to date there are many MRs with a
single processor on-board computer system. On the other hand,
new MRs have multiprocessor on-board computer systems.
3. Problem formulation
Path planning is a problem that requires finding a continuous
path between the MR current state (start position) and goal states
for a system, subject to a variety of constraints [44]. Under this
broad definition, in this paper, we have formulated the problem
in a simplified form, described as follows.
In Fig. 1(a), the MR environment Q is conceived as a two-
dimensionalmapwhich includes a set of obstaclesOj, j = 1, 2, . . . ,
n, n ∈ N, where n is the number of the obstacles in the environment
Q . Fig. 1(b) shows the instantaneous position, where the physical
space occupancy of the MR and orientation are represented by q.
The x and y coordinates provide the position, the radius r deter-
mines the circular occupancy area of the MR, and the orientation
θ is the angular difference between the global and local reference
frames [45]. Therefore, one configuration of the MR is given by
q(x, y, r, θ ), or equivalently by q(c, r, θ ), where c = (x, y) is the
center of the robot. The path planning goal is to find a feasible
sequence of configurations QG that can drive the MR from a start
position q0 to a goal position qf in the x–y plane [46].
Particularly, this work aims to demonstrate how the novel
memEAPF proposal based upon membrane-inspired evolutionary
algorithms with one-level membrane structure can successfully
find QG, outperforming other motion planning proposals based
on the APF methodology by providing better solutions concerning
path length.
4. memEAPF for path planning
In this section, the proposedmemEAPF for path planning is pre-
sented. We provide and explain the pseudocode of the algorithms
that constitute the memEAPF; as well as we give the pseudocode
that allows the implementation of a simulation platform to test the
memEAPF. All the experiments shown in this paper were achieved
using this simulation platform.
4.1. memEAPF approach
P systems employ various features to specify the structure and
functionality of the living cells. In general, P systems are mem-
brane structures with objects into their membranes, which have
specific evolution rules like transformation and communication to
merge and divide membranes [10]. There are three main types of
P systems: cell-like P systems which contain one-membrane cell,
tissue-like P systems that consist of several one-membrane cells in
a common environment, and neural-like P systems that consider
neurons as their cell [47]. In this work, we have selected a cell-like
P system as a core component of thememEAPF approach due to its
simple and easy realization in parallel. Cell-like P systems present
a hierarchical structure of membranes, type of rules (e.g., transfor-
mation and communication), and intrinsic parallelism; strengths
that are very effective from a computational point of view and
attractive for modeling complex problems [7,13].
The memEAPF for path planning is a framework that consists
of a cell-like P system, in this case, an MIEA that evolves a set of
parameters [ka, kr , η] required for the APF. These parameters are
the attractive proportional gain ka, the repulsive proportional gain
kr , and η which is the MR’s step size. The memEAPF employs a
dynamic structure with active membranes, in specific one-level
membrane structure with rules, such as membrane merger and
division [7], see Fig. 2. The membrane merger is helpful to en-
hance the information communication among individuals (set of
parameters), and the membrane division is beneficial to improve
the search capability [13,48].
Fig. 2 shows the membrane structure µ for the memEAPF.
It is composed of a skin membrane S0 and a set of elementary
membranes Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, m ∈ N, where m is the number of
elementary membranes that are embedded in the skin membrane.
All membranes are labeled; the number of membranes is the
degree of the membrane structure µ, while the height of the tree
associated in the usual way with the structure is the depth [49].
For the memEAPF, we have a membrane structure of degreem+ 1
and depth 2.
The membrane structure µ for the memEAPF consists of de-
limited compartments where multisets of objects are evolved. In
membrane computing, the multisets are composed of objects that
can be of various types, not only characterized by letters from a
given alphabet, as in the primary class of P systems. For instance,
the objects can be described by strings, or even more by complex
data structures (arrays) [50]. In the memEAPF, each elementary
membrane Si contains arrays of multisets of objects consisting of
sets of parameters (proportional gains and step size), and evolution
rules composed of merge, communication and divide stages.
The computational process outlined by Fig. 2 consists of sev-
eral steps: First, each elementary membrane Si, composed of an
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Fig. 1. Path planning problem formulation.
Fig. 2. Membrane structure for the memEAPF approach.
evolutionary artificial potential field (EAPF) evolves the individ-
uals. Each individual is codified with a set of parameters. The
purpose of this first stage is to find the best individual in each
elementary membrane Si. Second, all the elementary membranes
Si, merge into one membrane SF , containing all the individuals,
this merge process is illustrated in Fig. 2. Communication rules are
applied,which first separate the best individual of each elementary
membrane with the purpose of finding the global best individual
[ka, kr , η]best , and further send out into the skin membrane a copy
of this global best individual to preserve the current global best
solution. The communication continues in the merged membrane
SF to exchange information among the elementary membranes Si
that will be formed in the next step. During the merge process,
each subpopulation is maintained, and the worst individuals (a
portion of the subpopulation) will be replaced by a copy of the
best individuals to improve the subpopulation in each elementary
membrane. Third, the process is repeated over and over again to
refine the sets of parameters to be able to perform an optimal or
close-to-optimal path planning.
4.1.1. memEAPF algorithm
Algorithm1 shows thememEAPF pseudocode forMRpath plan-
ning. The algorithm uses three input parameters: the MR start and
goal positions q0 and qf respectively, as well as the environment
layoutmap. The purpose of the Algorithm 1 is to obtain a sequence
of objective points QG (path) that the MR must attain to reach
the goal. Hence, the memEAPF achieves the task of path planning
generation, with the characteristic that it provides an optimal or
nearly optimal reachable set of configurations QG if it exists.
The backbone of the memEAPF is the use of MIEA that provides
the path planner with better capabilities to find the global best
set of parameters [ka, kr , η]best for the APF. This characteristic is
critical since it allows the MR to navigate without being trapped
in local minimum, making the memEAPF suitable to work in static
Algorithm 1memEAPF pseudocode
1: procedure memEAPF(q0, qf ,map)
2: FitFunc ← @ APF(q0, qf ,map, ka, kr , η, ϵ,M)
3: t ← 0
4: Ngen ← number of generations
5: m← number of elementary membranes
6: initialize population P(t)
7: initialize membranes S0 and Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ m
8: initialize EAPFparam
9: while t < Ngen do
10: for each elementary membrane Si in parallel do
11: [ka, kr , η] ← EAPF(EAPFparam, FitFunc)
12: end for
13: merge all the elementary membranes Si, into SF
14: apply communication rules in SF
15: find global best individual [ka, kr , η]best
16: divide SF inm elementary membranes Si
17: t ← t + 1
18: end while
19: [QG, fitValue, nConf , goal] ← FitFunc using [ka, kr , η]best
20: return [QG, fitValue, nConf , goal]
21: end procedure
and dynamic environments, which is crucial in real-world ap-
plications. In Algorithm 1, a function handler FitFunc is used to
facilitate the pseudocode writing, and it is equivalent to write the
APF fitness function (Algorithm 3), including all its parameters. At
the beginning, the population P(t) is randomly generated. P(t)
is composed of m subpopulations Pi(t), forming multisets with
unique individuals p(i,j), 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, where ℓ is
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the number of individuals in the subpopulation,
P(t)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
P1(t) =
p(1,1)  
[ka, kr , η](1,1), . . . ,
p(1,ℓ)  
[ka, kr , η](1,ℓ)
P2(t) = [ka, kr , η](2,1), . . . , [ka, kr , η](2,ℓ)
...
Pm(t) = [ka, kr , η](m,1), . . . , [ka, kr , η](m,ℓ).
(1)
The membrane structure µ = [0[1]1, [2]2, . . . , [m]m]0 is ini-
tialized in accordance with the number of membranes m, i.e., the
skin membrane S0 is composed of m elementary membranes Si,
and each elementarymembrane is initializedwith a subpopulation
Pi(t) containing ℓ individuals.
The initial multisets are composed of the individuals that are
distributed among the elementary membranes Si, as follows:
S0 = {λ},
S1 = {p(1,1), p(1,2), . . . , p(1,ℓ)},
S2 = {p(2,1), p(2,2), . . . , p(2,ℓ)},
...
Sm = {p(m,1), p(m,2), . . . , p(m,ℓ)},
(2)
where λ is an empty string, and p(i,j) is a solution represented as
p(i,j) = [ka, kr , η](i,j) , (3)
where the chromosome p(i,j) consists of three genes (bit stringwith
a fixed length). The first gene corresponds to ka, the second gene to
kr , and the third contains η. The data structure named EAPFparam
contains all the parameter values needed by the EAPF (Algorithm
2), and the subpopulation Pi corresponding to each elementary
membrane Si. In specific, the EAPFparam contains the mutation rate,
selection rate, and the maximum number of generations allowed
for the EAPF algorithm, which is utilized in each elementary mem-
brane Si.
In Algorithm 1, the main purpose of the iterative process is to
obtain the global best individual [ka, kr , η]best . For each elemen-
tary membrane Si, the EAPF procedure is launched to obtain the
best individual of the generation t . Once that each elementary
membrane has finished its task, all the membranes Si, except
the skin membrane S0, merge into SF where the communication
rules are applied. These rules consist in including a copy of the
best-selected individual (from each elementary membrane Si) into
the merged membrane SF . The purpose is to find the global best
individual from the best-selected group of individuals and send
out into the skin membrane a copy of this global best individual
to maintain the current global best solution. Through the commu-
nication rules, the merged membranes exchange information that
will be evolved in the next generation. During the merge process,
each subpopulation is maintained, and the worst individuals are
replaced by a copy of the best-selected individuals to improve
the subpopulation in each elementary membrane. The best path
QG (solution) is generated using the function handler FitFunc and
the global best individual ([ka, kr , η]best ) that contains the solution
parameters. ThememEAPF algorithm returns the path QG, the path
length fitValue, the number ofMR configurations nConf required to
achieve the goal, and a flag goal indicating if the goal was achieved.
4.1.2. EAPF algorithm
Algorithm2describes the EAPFprocedure usedby each elemen-
tary membrane Si to evolve the sets of parameters. It is a genetic
algorithm using the APF procedure (Algorithm 3) as the fitness
function (FitFunc). The EAPF procedure has two input parameters,
the EAPFparam and the FitFunc. The output parameter is the evolved
solution [ka, kr , η]; i.e., the best set of parameters required to
generate the path.
Algorithm 2 EAPF pseudocode
1: procedure EAPF(EAPFparam, FitFunc)
2: τ ← 0
3: evaluate each individual in Pi(τ ) using FitFunc
4: while not termination do
5: copy of best individuals R(τ )← Pi(τ )
6: select parents P ′i (τ )← Pi(τ )
7: perform crossover P ′i (τ )
8: perform mutation P ′i (τ )
9: evaluate each individual in P ′i (τ ) using FitFunc
10: Pi(τ + 1)← P ′i (τ ) ∪ R(τ )
11: τ ← τ + 1
12: end while
13: return [ka, kr , η]
14: end procedure
In Algorithm 2, every individual of the population Pi(τ ) is evalu-
ated using the APF procedure through the function handler FitFunc ,
where the best individual has the shortest feasible path length to
reach the goal. The selectionprocess drives the EAPF to improve the
population fitness over the successive generations. In this process,
the individuals in Pi(τ ) are sorted from the best to the worst based
on fitness values.Where, R(τ ) is a special set that contains a copy of
the best individuals with a guaranteed place in the next generation
without undergoing variation, and P ′i (τ ) is a set of the best individ-
uals selected as parents. The size of R(τ ) is 1−selection rate and the
size of P ′i (τ ) is indicated by the selection rate. E.g., if selection rate =
0.8 then the 20% of Pi(τ ) is selected and copied to R(τ ) starting
from the best individuals and 80% of Pi(τ ) is selected and assigned
to P ′i (τ ) also starting from the best individuals. The crossover is
performed using a single point crossover; where a random point in
the two chromosomes (parents) is chosen. The offspring is formed
by joining the genetic material to the right of the crossover point
of one parent, and the genetic material to the left of the crossover
point of the other parent. Themutation process is performed using
randommutations that alter a certain percentage of the bits in the
list of chromosomes. The mutation process tends to distract the
evolution from converging on a popular solution.
4.1.3. APF algorithm
The soft computing solution of the APF procedure described by
Algorithm 3 is based on the original APF hard-computing mathe-
matical method proposed by Khatib [12] and modified by Montiel
et al. [51]. The memEAPF algorithm computes the global best set
of parameters [ka, kr , η]best through its elementary membranes Si,
composed of EAPF procedures, as a result, the APF algorithm can
provide paths tagged as QG to reach the goal without colliding
obstacles that lie between the start and the goal point, which is
a distinctive advantage over the original APF method [12] and
further state-of-the-art innovations.
In the memEAPF, the APF algorithm has two different tasks:
First, it is used as the fitness function in the EAPF procedure at each
elementarymembrane Si; and second, once that thememEAPF has
computed the global best set of parameters, it provides the best
path QG (solution).
The input parameters of Algorithm 3 are: the start position q0 of
theMR, the goal position qf that theMRmust achieve, a data struc-
ture calledmap that contains the composition of the environment,
the attractive proportional gain ka, the repulsive proportional gain
kr , the MR’s step size η, the goal approximation radius ϵ, and M
that is the maximum number of allowed configurations.
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Algorithm 3 APF pseudocode
1: procedure APF(q0, qf ,map, ka, kr , η, ϵ,M)
2: safe← True
3: i← 0
4: fitValue← 0
5: da ← ∥qf − q0∥
6: while da > ϵ and i < M and safe do
7: Utotal(q(i))← Uatt (q(i))+∑nj=1 Urep(q(i))j
8: F (q(i))←−∇Utotal(q(i))
9: q(i+ 1)← q(i)+ η ∗ F (q(i))/∥ F (q(i)) ∥
10: da ← ∥qf − q(i+ 1)∥
11: fitValue← fitValue+ ∥ q(i+ 1)− q(i) ∥
12: if ρ ≤ r + robst then
13: safe← False
14: end if
15: i← i+ 1
16: end while
17: QG ← [q(0), q(1), q(2), . . . , q(i)]
18: nConf ← i
19: if da ≤ ϵ then
20: goal← True
21: else
22: goal← False
23: end if
24: return [QG, fitValue, nConf , goal]
25: end procedure
Fig. 3. The distance ρ and its relationship between MR and obstacles.
Algorithm 3 employs an iterative process to generate all the
required configurations to form the path that theMR should follow
to reach the goal. During and before this iterative process, the dis-
tance da is calculated to determine the Euclidean distance between
the MR (current position) and the goal. The total potential field
Utotal(q) proposed by Khatib [12] is calculated using the sum of the
attraction potential field
Uatt (q) = 12ka(q− qf )
2, (4)
and the repulsion potential field,
Urep(q) =
{
1
2kr
(
1
ρ
− 1
ρ0
)2
if ρ ≤ ρ0
0 if ρ > ρ0
(5)
where, ρ0 is the limit distance of influence of the potential field,
and ρ is the distance between the center of the MR q and the
center of the obstacle Oj, see Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). In Algorithm 3,
the gradient descent operation is applied to the total potential field
Utotal(q) to obtain the total force F (q). Every new MR configuration
q(i + 1) in the path is calculated using the current position q(i),
the step size η, and the total force F (q). And in every new MR
configuration, the fitValue is updated to know the path length until
the current position. At the end, the algorithmwill return the path
length contained in fitValue that is the sum of distances between
the configurations from the start to the goal point [34,52], i.e.,
fitValue =
nConf−1∑
i=0
L(i, i+ 1), (6)
where, L(i, i + 1) = √(xi+1 − xi)2 + (yi+1 − yi)2 is the distance
between configurations i = (xi, yi) and i+ 1 = (xi+1, yi+1).
In line 12 of Algorithm 3, the safety condition is evaluated. If
the sum of r (radius of the MR) and robst (radius of the nearest
obstacle to the MR) is greater than or equal to ρ there will be an
unsafe condition (e.g., collision, see Fig. 3(d)). Therefore, the flag
safe becomes False and the loop will be terminated. Otherwise, if
the sum of r and robst is less than ρ there will be a safe condition
for the navigation (see Fig. 3(c)) and the process will continue. The
parameters ϵ, M , and the flag safe are the stop conditions for the
algorithm; i.e., the loop will finish if the MR has reached the goal
with a precision da ≤ ϵ or the maximal number of configurations
M has been accomplished or a collision has occurred. Once the loop
has reached the stop condition, the path QG has been built using all
the MR configurations calculated, from q(0) to q(i), i.e., from q0 to
qf .
4.2. Implementation
In this section, we present the simulation platform to validate
the memEAPF using experimental data. Algorithm 4 provides the
pseudocode that allows implementing the simulation platform.
Fig. 4 illustrates our software implementation, particularly we
usedMatlab/C++programming languages. The simulationplatform
can work in off-line and on-line test modes. It contains a set
of environments, which are commonly used as benchmark test
problems to evaluate MR path planning algorithms; since these
environments present pathplanningproblems that are particularly
challenging or even impossible to solve bymanyMR path planning
algorithms [15,53,54].
The MR uses Algorithm 4 to simulate the navigation from the
start position q0 to the goal position qf under a known, partially
known, or unknown environment. Algorithm 4 uses the memEAPF
(Algorithm 1) to obtain the best path in the off-line and on-line
modes, as it can be observed in lines 3 and 11 of Algorithm 4.
For off-line mode, before the navigation starts, the memEAPF al-
gorithm is called to get the path that will drive the MR to the
goal. If there is a feasible path (if the memEAPF set the flag goal
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Fig. 4. Experimental simulation platform.
as True) the navigation will be performed. During the navigation
process, an environment verification is performed to see if new
obstacles not considered at the beginning were added or dynamic
obstacles have changed their position. If the environment change,
the data structure map is updated, and the current configuration
becomes in the new start configuration q0, then the memEAPF
algorithm is called once again to update the path in the current
environment (path planning in on-line mode). The counter count
is an index destined to tour all the QG(count) configurations in
sequential ascending order.
Algorithm 4 Experimental simulation platform pseudocode
1: procedure Navigation(q0, qf ,map)
2: count ← 0
3: [QG, fitValue, nConf , goal] ← memEAPF(q0, qf ,map)
4: if goal then
5: navigation← True
6: while navigation do
7: verification of the environment
8: if environment has changed then
9: updatemap
10: q0 ← QG(count)
11: [QG, fitValue, nConf , goal] ←memEAPF(q0, qf ,map)
12: if goal then
13: count ← 0
14: else
15: display ‘‘Unreachable goal!’’
16: navigation← False
17: end if
18: else
19: navigate from QG(count) to QG(count + 1)
20: count ← count + 1
21: end if
22: if count ≥ nConf then
23: navigation← False
24: display ‘‘Goal!’’
25: end if
26: end while
27: else
28: display ‘‘Unreachable goal!’’
29: end if
30: end procedure
The experimental simulation platform consists of four modules
based on the algorithms previously described. It was tailored to
take advantage of the Matlab numerical computing environment
and the C++ programming language. The algorithms memEAPF,
EAPF, and APF were programmed using Matlab/C++. The naviga-
tion algorithm, user interface, and plots were programmed using
Matlab; hence, the implementation is a mixed up of Matlab and
C++. The modules of the experimental simulation platform were
integrated through the Matlab MEX-file tool. The main screen of
the experimental simulation platform is shown in Fig. 4.
5. Experimental results
In this section, we describe the test protocol and the results of
the different implementations of thememEAPFworking in off-line
and on-line modes. A comparative study of the memEAPF against
the parallel evolutionary artificial potential field (PEAPF) [51], the
pseudo-bacterial potential field (PBPF) [55], and the bacterial po-
tential field (BPF) [43] is given. Moreover, the performance of the
memEAPF considering sequential and parallel implementations
are also given.
The PEAPF, PBPF, and BPF are state-of-the-art potential field
based algorithms that share with the memEAPF the characteris-
tic of hybridization with a soft computing method to solve path
planning problems. The PEAPF is a high-performance hybridmeta-
heuristic that makes use of the APF method and mathematical
programming to solve efficiently path planning problems [51]. The
PBPF algorithm uses a pseudo-bacterial genetic algorithm and a
fitness function based on the potential field concepts to construct
viable paths for autonomousmobile robot navigation [55]. The BPF
algorithmmakes use of the APFmethodwith a bacterial evolution-
ary algorithm to obtain an enhanced flexible path planner method
for MRs [43].
5.1. Test protocol
Considering that an MR configuration is defined as q(x, y, r, θ ).
In all the experiments, we considered that the MR in the initial
position q0 is centered over the starting point and oriented to the
first coordinate to visit (θ = θ0), hence we have a radius r0 =
0, obtaining the initial configuration q(x0, y0, r0, θ0). For the goal
position, we used the value rf = ϵ to control how far from the goal
coordinate (xf , yf ) theMRmust stop, moreover, in the penultimate
configuration the MR is oriented to the goal coordinate to visit
(xf , yf ), hence we have (θ = θf ) and the final configuration is
q(xf , yf , rf , θf ). The aforementioned is an advantage since it is not
always physically possible to start or finish the navigation precisely
over these positions.
Table 1 shows the test environments that contain the MR’s
missionswith a start and goal configuration, q0 and qf respectively;
as well as the environment layout, the environment is formed by
n obstacles Oj(xj, yj, robst(j)), for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, which are placed at the
coordinates (xj, yj) and they have a radius robst(j). Each test environ-
ment was designed to evaluate the performance and accuracy of
the memEAPF, these environments were named as M01, M02, . . . ,
M12.
The environments M01 to M12 cover well-known difficult
problems, e.g., trap sites due to local minima, path-following pre-
diction problems, problematic areas to reach because the goal is
very close to an obstacle, and other situations described in [53,54].
These environments are challenging problems for testing path
planning algorithms, so we used them to evaluate the memEAPF.
They represent just a sample of the types of scenarios that the
MR can expect to find in typical real-world indoor environments,
which are composed of walls, corridors, barriers, U-shaped and L-
shaped obstacles, among others.
In all the experiments, we set up the memEAPF as follows:
1. The MR model is given by q(x, y, r, θ ), where the MR has a
physical size of r = 0.2 meters, and θ is always oriented to
the next coordinate position to visit.
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Table 1
Test environments, M01 to M12. For each environment, we have the MR’s mission (start q0 and goal qf ), and the environment
layout (obstacles Oj).
Environment Start q0 Goal qf Obstacles
(x0, y0) (xf , yf ) Oj(xj, yj, robst(j))
M01 (6.5,8.0) (6.0,3.0) (6.0,5.0,0.5),(4.0,5.0,0.5),(3.2,5.0,0.5),(2.4,5.0,0.5),(6.8,5.0,0.5)
M02 (5.0,9.0) (5.0,1.0) (4.0,6.5,0.5),(2.5,6.5,0.5),(5.0,3.5,0.5),(6.5,3.5,0.5),(8.0,3.5,0.5)
M03 (5.0,9.0) (5.0,1.0) (4.0,5.1,0.5),(5.0,5.1,0.5),(6.0,5.1,0.5),(4.0,6.1,0.5),(4.0,7.1,0.5)
M04 (5.0,8.0) (5.0,2.0) (5.0,4.5,0.5),(3.5,4.5,0.5),(3.5,6.0,0.5),(6.5,4.5,0.5),(6.5,6.0,0.5)
M05 (2.0,3.8) (8.0,6.3) (4.0,3.8,0.5),(5.0,3.8,0.5),(6.0,3.8,0.5),(6.0,2.8,0.5),(6.0,1.8,0.5),
(6.0,6.3,0.5),(5.0,6.3,0.5),(4.0,6.3,0.5),(4.0,7.3,0.5),(4.0,8.3,0.5)
M06 (5.0,9.0) (5.0,1.0) (2.0,7.5,0.5),(3.0,7.5,0.5),(4.0,7.5,0.5),(4.0,5.0,0.5),(5.0,5.0,0.5),
(6.0,5.0,0.5),(6.0,2.5,0.5),(7.0,2.5,0.5),(8.0,2.5,0.5)
M07 (5.5,9.0) (4.5,3.0) (2.0,7.5,0.5),(3.0,7.5,0.5),(4.0,7.5,0.5),(4.0,5.0,0.5),(5.0,5.0,0.5),
(6.0,5.0,0.5),(6.0,2.5,0.5),(7.0,2.5,0.5),(8.0,2.5,0.5),(2.0,5.5,0.5),
(2.0,6.5,0.5),(8.0,3.5,0.5),(8.0,4.5,0.5)
M08 (2.0,7.0) (8.0,3.0) (3.8,1.8,0.5),(2.5,8.3,0.5),(3.5,8.3,0.5),(3.5,7.3,0.5),(3.5,6.3,0.5),
(6.5,3.8,0.5),(6.5,2.8,0.5),(6.5,1.8,0.5),(7.5,1.8,0.5),(3.8,2.8,0.5),
(1.5,8.3,0.5),(8.5,1.8,0.5)
M09 (5.0,8.0) (6.0,2.0) (4.3,5.0,1.0),(5.8,5.0,1.0)
M10 (3.0,6.5) (6.8,3.8) (7.4,2.5,0.3),(8.0,2.5,0.3),(8.6,2.5,0.3),(8.6,3.1,0.3),(8.6,3.7,0.3),
(1.5,6.3,0.3),(1.5,6.9,0.3),(1.5,7.5,0.3),(2.1,7.5,0.3),(2.7,7.5,0.3),
(3.5,5.0,0.3),(4.1,5.0,0.3),(4.7,5.0,0.3),(4.1,4.4,0.3),(6.4,5.0,0.3),
(7.0,5.0,0.3)
M11 (5.0,9.0) (5.0,1.0) (4.0,6.5,0.5),(2.5,6.5,0.5),(5.0,3.5,0.5),(6.5,3.5,0.5),(8.0,3.5,0.5),
(3.3,6.5,0.5),(5.8,3.5,0.5),(7.3,3.5,0.5)
M12 (1.5,7.5) (8.5,3.0) (5.0,5.0,0.3),(3.5,3.5,0.5),(3.5,6.5,0.5),(6.5,3.5,0.5),(6.5,6.5,0.5)
2. The numberm of elementary membranes Si has been varied
to see the effect of adding elementary membranes, to con-
trast with the results obtained regarding path length in the
set of test environments. We have usedm ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16}.
3. The stop condition is Ngen = 100 generations.
4. Each elementarymembraneSi contains a subpopulation size
of ℓ = 16 individuals.
5. In the merge process, three-quarters of the subpopulation is
maintained, and the rest is replaced by a copy of the best in-
dividuals to improve the subpopulation in each elementary
membrane Si.
6. Each individual p(i,j) consists of three genes, ka, kr and η;
where the gain parameters are constrained, {ka, kr | 0 <
ka, kr < 10}. Note, in this criterion we are using just one
repulsive proportional gain kr . We know that depending on
the number of obstacles [O1, . . . ,On] several [kr1, . . . , krn]
repulsive proportional gains may exist; however, because
all the reported results in literature consider just one kr ,
and with the aim of being compatible with these reference
marks, we have used only one kr value for all the obstacles.
7. The elitist parameter selection in EAPFparam was set to 0.5.
The strategy of elitist selection is performedover thepopula-
tion Pi(τ ), where the 50% of individuals with the best fitness
values are chosen as parents and assigned to P ′i (τ ), and a
copy of these individuals is assigned to R(τ ) guaranteeing a
place in the next generation without undergoing mutation.
This strategy is employed to prevent the randomdestruction
by mutation operator of individuals with good genetics.
8. Themutation parameter in EAPFparam was set to 0.2. Random
mutations alter the 20% of the bits in the list of chromo-
somes. Themutation process is employed to generate diver-
sity and avoid the evolution from converging on a popular
solution.
9. We setM = 2000 to indicate themaximumnumber of steps
(MR configurations) allowed.
All the experiments were carried out on a quad-core Intel i7-
4770 CPU (3.40 GHz) with 8 GB of RAM running the Ubuntu Trusty
distribution of Linux with the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC 4.8),
and Matlab (version 8.5).
5.2. Off-line path planning
In off-line path planning, all the objects on the environment
are in known positions [56]. The aim is to find a feasible collision-
free path between two points, start q0 and goal qf , in a static
environment composed of walls and obstacles. For this test, the
cost of the path was calculated using the path length (MR travel
distance) [44,57], that is computed by fitValue in line 11 of Algo-
rithm 3 using (6).
The environments described in Table 1 were used to test the
memEAPF algorithm in off-linemode. Fig. 5 shows the best (subop-
timal or optimal in the best of cases) path QG, these paths have the
shortest path lengths obtainedwith thememEAPF in off-linemode
for each test environment. Table 2 shows the results obtained by
thememEAPF in off-linemodewithm = 2, 4, 8, and 16 elementary
membranes; the parameters ka(best) and kr(best) obtained by the
memEAPF with m = 16 to generate the best path (see Fig. 5), its
path length fitValue in meters, and the number of configurations
nConf required to reach the goal qf for each test environment.
In Table 2, the results show that the best paths were found by
the memEAPF with m = 16. It can be observed that the quality
of solutions (shorter paths) increase as the number of elementary
membranes Si grew up. A point to consider is that above fromm =
16 the improvement starts to be small and the computational time
is increased in a significantway. On the other hand, in performance
terms (Section 5.4) the use of m = 2 means that at least we can
have twoprocesses running in parallel. The upper bound ofm = 16
is because we can handle 16 threads in our machine without any
interference among them.
Table 3 shows a summary of statistical results for the different
implementations. To compare the memEAPF with the PEAPF, the
PBPF and the BPF, all in off-line mode, we ran each algorithm 30
times for each test environment (M01, M02, . . . , M12). Table 3
shows the best, mean, worst, and standard deviation representing
the best solution for each environment tested. It can be observed
from the best and mean solutions that memEAPF is superior in
all test environments. The statistical technique in [52,58] is used
to analyze the behavior of PEAPF, PBPF, BPF and memEAPF over
the 12 test environments. To check whether the algorithms are
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Table 2
Path planning results (path length in meters) obtained by the memEAPF in off-line mode with m = 2, 4, 8, and 16 elementary
membranes. For thememEAPFwithm = 16 the best proportional gains (ka(best) and kr(best)) and theMR’s number of configurations
(nConf ) are shown.
Environment m = 2 m = 4 m = 8 m = 16 ka(best) kr(best) nConf
M01 5.4635 5.4627 5.4609 5.4600 4.5909 9.8700 400
M02 8.5799 8.5664 8.5627 8.5558 1.0599 3.0111 671
M03 8.9435 8.9409 8.9386 8.9352 0.7625 2.9056 590
M04 9.3238 9.3221 9.3127 9.3122 0.8753 5.1589 714
M05 6.3895 6.3845 6.3768 6.3761 0.6053 0.2072 526
M06 11.3821 11.2328 11.2115 11.1761 0.6969 4.9608 1682
M07 7.7552 7.7544 7.7460 7.7252 0.3589 0.9639 855
M08 8.3021 8.2899 8.2862 8.2837 0.7068 1.8189 749
M09 6.9649 6.9622 6.9596 6.9588 2.5875 9.4633 463
M10 4.7174 4.7023 4.6855 4.6746 0.5029 0.2977 453
M11 8.4456 8.4455 8.4416 8.4388 1.7842 3.5018 623
M12 9.2489 9.2461 9.2440 9.2406 1.7422 5.4788 545
Fig. 5. Path planning (solution) for the different test environments. Each map shows the best path QG obtained by the memEAPF algorithm in off-line mode.
significantly different or not, the t-test is performed. The level
0.05 of significance is considered. Table 3 shows the results of t-
test, where the symbol ‘+’ denotes significant difference between
memEAPF versus PEAPF, memEAPF versus PBPF, and memEAPF
versus BPF, with respect to t-test. Moreover, the results indicate
that memEAPF outperforms the other methods in all the cases
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because the p-values are far smaller than the level 0.05 of signif-
icance.
5.3. On-line path planning
Real-world applications frequently face the MR with unknown
or partially known environments, which requires the ability to
respond and taking decisions without detrimental of controllabil-
ity, this action is referred as on-line path planning. Some works
perform off-line path planning to know the initial conditions of the
environment, and once the navigation starts they change to the on-
line mode in order to adjust the path already known, considering
the modified environment [51].
The purpose of the on-line path planning experiments is to
show the advantage of the memEAPF in path planning in partially
known environments, where random positioning of static obsta-
cles and dynamic obstacles exist.
Next, we describe the experiments and provide the results for
on-line path planning with obstacles random placement, and for
on-line path planning with non-static obstacles.
5.3.1. On-line path planning with random static obstacles placement
We start with a known environment; hence the position of
the static obstacles was established in advance, in the test envi-
ronment. Once the best path was obtained, a random interfering
obstacle is placed on the path, afterward remaining static.
Fig. 6 illustrates an on-line path planning experiment that was
achievedusing the test environmentM04of Table 1,which is found
in many real-life scenarios. To achieve the experiment, we set up
the path planner and follow the next steps:
1. The experiment starts with a known environment, consist-
ing of five obstacles forming a U-shape trap, as is shown in
Fig. 6(a). The memEAPF was configured form = 16 (sixteen
elementary membranes).
2. The path planning is performed in off-line mode because
we just know the environment information described by
the original environment M04. The minimum path length
found to reach the goal is 9.3122m, using the best set of gain
parameters (ka(best) = 0.8753 and kr(best) = 5.1589), as it is
described in Table 2. The resultant path is shown in Fig. 6(b).
3. At position (3.5, 2.5), a new obstacle is added to change
the environment configuration. After a while, when the MR
has traveled a distance of 6.7619 m, it reaches the position
(2.6889, 3.0928). The MR senses the new obstacle, it calcu-
lates the obstacle position to update the environment layout
map, as shown in Fig. 6(c).
4. The path planner of the MR (memEAPF algorithm) now has
a different environment layout; hence, it is necessary to
update the path by recalculating the set of gain parameters.
The new best gain parameters are ka(best) = 3.8594 and
kr(best) = 9.2830, and the new minimum path length to
reach the goal from the new position at (3.5, 2.5) is 2.8947
m, as is described in Table 4. Finally, theMR follows the new
path to reach the goal, the total path length from the original
start point to the goal is 6.7619 + 2.8947 = 9.6566 m, the
complete path is shown in Fig. 6(d).
The above procedure was repeated for the PEAPF, PBPF, BPF
with the aim to compare with the memEAPF. Table 4, which is
a summary of the results of executing thirty times these experi-
ments. In all the cases, the memEAPF performed better.
5.3.2. On-line path planning with non-static obstacles
This case study considers non-static obstacles which can be hu-
mans or other robotsmoving through the environment. Differently
to the case of random static obstacle placement, here the obstacle
will not remain static, it will be moving with a defined trajectory
that is unknown to the MR. This problem is more complicated
than those mentioned above because it faces the planner to find
a feasible path in a noisy surface because at every iteration the
searching zone is different [59].
Fig. 7 illustrates an on-line path planning experiment that was
achieved using the test environment M03 of Table 1. To achieve
the experiment, we set up the path planner and followed the next
steps:
1. The start position q0 of the MR is at coordinate (5.0, 9.0),
and the goal position qf is at (5.0, 1.0), at the beginning of
the experiment. This initial scenario presents five obstacles
forming an L-shaped barrier, as shown in Fig. 7(a).
2. The path planning is performed in off-line mode. The min-
imum path length found to reach the goal was 8.9352 m,
using the best set of gain parameters (ka(best) = 0.7625 and
kr(best) = 2.9056) found by the memEAPF algorithm with
m = 16, as described in Table 2.
3. A non-static obstacle is placed at the position (4.0, 2.0); at
this time the non-static obstacle is unknown for the MR, so
the non-static obstaclewas not considered in the initial path
planning, as shown in Fig. 7(b).
4. Once the path was obtained (off-line mode), the MR starts
to navigate (on-line mode). The non-static obstacle will be
moving, and eventually, it will obstruct the path that the
MR must follow. During the navigation of the MR, when it
has traveled a distance of 6.5924 m. At the position (6.3395,
3.0726) the MR senses the new obstacle, which was not
considered at the off-line path planning stage, see Fig. 7(c).
At this point, the environment is updated, and thememEAPF
algorithm starts to recalculate the set of gain parameters
(on-line mode) to avoid colliding with the new obstacle.
5. Fig. 7(d) shows the updated path for avoiding the non-static
obstacle. The new best gain parameters are ka(best) = 0.4174
and kr(best) = 0.4206. They are used to obtain the shortest
path to reach the goal from thenewstart point (2.5215m), as
described in Table 4. The total path length from the original
start point to the goal is 6.5924 + 2.5215 = 9.1139 m.
Fig. 8 shows a second test with several non-static obstacles. For
this experiment the test environment M03 (Fig. 7(a)) described in
Table 1 was employed. After the off-line path planning (Fig. 7(b))
the MR starts to navigate, and the on-line path planning will be
employed. When the MR has traveled 1.9826 m, it detects the
first non-static obstacle (Fig. 8(a)). Then, after 2.2472 m, the MR
detects the second non-static obstacle (Fig. 8(b)). Last, when the
MR has traveled 3.9610 m, it detects the third non-static obstacle
(Fig. 8(c)). Finally, the MR follows the new path to reach the goal
(Fig. 8(d)), the total path length from the original start point to the
goal is 1.9826 + 2.2472 + 3.9610 + 1.9579 = 10.1487 m.
The aim of the results shown in Table 4 is to determine which
algorithm provides the shortest path for the on-line implemen-
tations in static environments with random static obstacle place-
ment, and non-static obstacles. To compare thememEAPFwith the
PEAPF, the PBPF, and the BPF, we ran each algorithm 30 times for
each test. It can be observed from the best andmean solutions that
memEAPF is superior in the test environments. To check whether
the algorithms are statistically different or not, the t-test is per-
formed. The level 0.05 of significance is considered. The results in-
dicate thatmemEAPFoutperforms in all test environments because
the p-values are far smaller than the level 0.05 of significance.
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Table 3
A comparison between PEAPF, PBPF, BPF, and memEAPF with m = 16. Best, mean, worst and standard deviation represent best
solution (shortest path length) over independent 30 runs, respectively in each test environment. Path length units are in meters.
Significant difference is represented by ‘+’.
Environment Statistics PEAPF PBPF BPF memEAPF
M01 Best 5.7839 5.6461 5.6033 5.4600
Mean 6.3828 6.1133 5.7992 5.4661
Worst 7.6062 7.1003 6.6651 5.4779
Std. Dev. 0.4946 0.3946 0.2814 0.0035
t-test 6.89e−11(+) 1.99e−9(+) 3.58e−4(+) –
M02 Best 9.1234 8.8565 8.8253 8.5558
Mean 9.5349 9.6823 9.2346 8.5735
Worst 12.6986 12.5651 12.1282 8.5875
Std. Dev. 0.6020 1.2269 0.8156 0.0084
t-test 1.80e−9(+) 9.45e−5(+) 1.19e−2(+) –
M03 Best 9.4492 9.2910 9.2325 8.9352
Mean 9.9902 9.6850 9.7293 8.9432
Worst 10.8700 10.6865 10.6025 8.9504
Std. Dev. 0.4360 0.3812 0.4861 0.0032
t-test 1.44e−13(+) 2.07e−5(+) 4.55e−4(+) –
M04 Best 10.0683 10.0133 9.7815 9.3122
Mean 11.1489 10.6486 10.3231 9.3309
Worst 12.3318 12.1611 12.0800 9.3599
Std. Dev. 0.7162 0.5119 0.5706 0.0101
t-test 3.57e−14(+) 5.56e−13(+) 2.86e−10(+) –
M05 Best 6.7931 6.5934 6.5721 6.3761
Mean 7.1459 6.6420 6.6202 6.3917
Worst 8.1966 6.7374 6.6592 6.4168
Std. Dev. 0.3459 0.0320 0.0239 0.0102
t-test 1.52e−12(+) 2.20e−16(+) 2.20e−16(+) –
M06 Best 13.4315 13.1992 13.2194 11.1761
Mean 13.5494 13.5564 13.4285 12.9316
Worst 16.5236 14.5773 13.9072 13.2331
Std. Dev. 0.5538 0.2928 0.1922 0.6800
t-test 3.68e−4(+) 5.13e−5(+) 6.02e−4(+) –
M07 Best 8.1361 8.0234 7.9446 7.7252
Mean 8.5174 8.3421 8.2504 7.7665
Worst 9.6456 9.3778 9.8828 7.7782
Std. Dev. 0.4882 0.4392 0.5292 0.0135
t-test 3.92e−9(+) 3.47e−6(+) 3.14e−5(+) –
M08 Best 8.9660 9.0150 8.7588 8.2837
Mean 9.3611 9.5172 9.1060 8.2951
Worst 10.2599 10.5228 9.8451 8.3104
Std. Dev. 0.3630 0.4422 0.3181 0.0063
t-test 8.43e−16(+) 8.88e−12(+) 6.96e−13(+) –
M09 Best 7.3781 7.2646 7.1973 6.9588
Mean 8.0013 7.7854 7.5615 6.9653
Worst 10.1659 9.5631 9.8351 6.9714
Std. Dev. 0.5672 0.6064 0.5122 0.0036
t-test 9.58e−11(+) 5.06e−8(+) 7.65e−7(+) –
M10 Best 4.9546 4.8519 4.8103 4.6746
Mean 5.1132 4.9184 4.8326 4.7212
Worst 5.8227 5.0591 4.9076 4.7537
Std. Dev. 0.2210 0.0587 0.0254 0.0199
t-test 1.72e−10(+) 3.06e−11(+) 2.20e−16(+) –
M11 Best 8.9952 8.7750 8.6808 8.4388
Mean 9.4128 8.9326 8.8702 8.4477
Worst 12.0849 9.5338 9.2432 8.4556
Std. Dev. 0.7266 0.2030 0.1972 0.0043
t-test 7.14e−8(+) 7.17e−6(+) 1.92e−3(+) –
M12 Best 9.8120 9.6016 9.5519 9.2406
Mean 10.3427 10.1014 9.8560 9.2517
Worst 12.4670 11.7129 10.7806 9.2588
Std. Dev. 0.5622 0.6017 0.3368 0.0042
t-test 2.40e−11(+) 1.15e−5(+) 4.48e−5(+) –
5.4. Performance evaluation for the memEAPF
To evaluate the memEAPF, all the test environments of Table 1
were considered. The aim was to provide the speedup among the
two different programming implementations in C++; the sequen-
tial programming and the parallel programming using the applica-
tion programming interface OpenMP (open multi-processing). In
thememEAPF, the execution of each elementarymembraneSi (line
11 of Algorithm 1) was achieved in the sequential form using one
processor and in the parallel form using several processors.
In parallel computing, speedup refers to how much a parallel
algorithm is faster than its equivalent in the sequential algorithm.
The speedup is defined by a relation of T1/Tp, where T1 is the
execution time in a processor and Tp is the runtime on Np pro-
cessors. In this work, we have considered T1 as the execution time
taken by thememEAPF using the C++ sequential programming, and
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Fig. 6. On-line path planning with random static obstacles placement.
Fig. 7. On-line path planning with non-static obstacles.
Tp as the execution time taken by the memEAPF in C++ parallel
programming with Np = 4.
For the performance evaluation, we ran the Algorithm 1 thirty
times for the three different programming implementations to
obtain the mean, the standard deviation, and the speedup among
the different test environments. Table 5 shows a summary of the
obtained results. For the sequential implementation, we used two
different programming platforms, Matlab and C++, to evaluate
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Fig. 8. On-line path planning with several non-static obstacles.
Table 4
A comparison between PEAPF, PBPF, BPF, andmemEAPFwithm = 16 for the on-line implementations in static environmentswith
random static obstacle placement, and non-static obstacles. Best, mean, worst and standard deviation represent best solution (the
shortest path length from the last new starting point to the goal) over independent 30 runs, respectively. Path length units are
meters. Significant difference is represented by ‘+’.
Environment Statistics PEAPF PBPF BPF memEAPF
Static environment Best 3.1042 3.0158 2.9801 2.8947
with random static Mean 3.4658 3.1799 3.1130 2.9035
obstacle placement Worst 3.6790 3.5134 3.5160 2.9102
in M04 Std. Dev. 0.4384 0.1117 0.1427 0.0038
t-test 1.37e−7(+) 6.59e−14(+) 1.01e−8(+) –
Non-static obstacle Best 2.6406 2.6103 2.6009 2.5215
in M03 Mean 2.7703 2.6155 2.6070 2.5709
Worst 3.8586 2.6333 2.6211 2.5907
Std. Dev. 0.2921 0.0047 0.0057 0.0254
t-test 9.76e−4(+) 1.76e−10(+) 1.66e−8(+) –
Several non-static Best 2.0379 2.0168 2.0072 1.9579
obstacles in M03 Mean 2.0651 2.0614 2.0508 1.9832
Worst 2.1865 2.1685 2.1365 2.0096
Std. Dev. 0.0298 0.0281 0.0251 0.0132
t-test 1.10e−14(+) 2.20e−16(+) 2.19e−16(+) –
all the test environments of Table 1 using a different number of
elementary membranes (m = 2, 4, 8 and 16). The number of
elementary membranes in the experiments was chosen according
to the following criteria: The use of two elementary membranes
means that at least we can have two processes running in parallel.
The upper bound of 16 elementary membranes is because we
can handle 16 threads in our machine without any interference
among them. The number 4 and 8 is to analyze the effect of the
performance and variability of solutions when we duplicate the
number of elementary membranes.
The performance evaluation of programming implementations
was achieved through two sets of experiments:
(1) variability analysis of the solutions when using sequential
programming, where the evaluation was performed using two
different programming software platforms, Matlab and C++.
(2) variability analysis of the solutions and speedup when par-
allel programming is used.
For the first case, the standard deviation of the execution time
using Matlab fluctuate from 0.51 to 72.09, the average value is
9.71; whereas using C++, the standard deviation of the execution
time varies from 0.14 to 21.08, the average value is 2.66; there-
fore, statistics showed that C++ implementations provided better
results concerning precision and accuracy.
For the second case, the standard deviation of execution time
for the parallelized C++ implementation varies from 0.09 to 4.05,
the average value is 0.95. The average speedup is 3.09, and the
best speedup achieved was 3.41 for the test environment M02,
using the memEAPF algorithm with eight elementary membranes
(m = 8). Since eight execution threads is the maximal number of
independent processes that can handle our computer system.
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Table 5
Performance results of the memEAPF on the test environments. The memEAPF was tested with m = 2, 4, 8, and 16 elementary
membranes Si . Mean, and standard deviation represent the time to obtain the best solution over 30 independent runs,
respectively. Time is in seconds.
Environment m Sequential Parallel
Matlab C++ C++
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Speedup
M01 2 22.24 0.51 6.42 0.19 2.38 0.09 2.70
4 44.45 0.99 15.54 0.99 5.19 0.17 3.00
8 88.28 1.37 32.84 0.61 10.89 0.24 3.02
16 176.45 1.94 68.60 1.24 22.49 0.49 3.05
M02 2 38.84 1.10 10.91 0.35 3.45 0.17 3.16
4 78.42 2.56 24.51 1.00 7.27 0.24 3.37
8 158.68 6.92 51.55 1.95 15.11 0.55 3.41
16 317.45 10.47 106.53 3.39 31.52 1.19 3.38
M03 2 26.17 2.13 7.26 0.37 2.50 0.20 2.90
4 52.03 2.07 17.55 1.41 5.59 0.38 3.14
8 106.79 8.80 38.12 1.81 12.07 0.77 3.16
16 219.40 15.61 82.57 7.01 25.25 2.08 3.27
M04 2 41.06 3.03 11.16 0.79 3.96 0.61 2.82
4 82.46 6.80 26.06 2.27 8.15 0.63 3.20
8 165.55 10.01 54.88 2.66 17.03 1.21 3.22
16 326.37 15.50 112.18 3.82 35.85 2.31 3.13
M05 2 40.69 2.67 10.82 0.58 3.48 0.26 3.11
4 78.83 5.19 23.39 1.02 7.09 0.57 3.30
8 155.37 9.58 48.09 2.31 15.24 1.23 3.16
16 321.30 21.85 100.64 5.54 31.82 2.78 3.16
M06 2 65.82 6.39 17.81 1.46 5.64 0.47 3.16
4 134.19 11.26 37.31 3.07 11.47 0.94 3.25
8 266.84 28.68 76.80 5.06 23.08 1.32 3.33
16 535.37 72.09 155.01 10.45 45.85 2.72 3.38
M07 2 45.06 2.47 12.18 1.52 4.05 0.35 3.01
4 93.23 17.46 27.04 1.75 8.93 0.83 3.03
8 178.32 13.38 58.24 5.03 18.90 2.83 3.08
16 370.47 40.26 118.41 5.97 38.70 3.31 3.06
M08 2 55.02 4.43 14.29 1.98 4.88 0.19 2.93
4 111.79 7.92 31.60 3.41 10.43 0.65 3.03
8 226.90 15.53 64.53 3.57 21.70 1.05 2.97
16 455.93 33.08 133.16 5.86 44.38 2.20 3.00
M09 2 21.06 1.20 5.98 0.24 2.18 0.29 2.74
4 40.41 1.38 14.58 0.88 4.75 0.33 3.07
8 79.44 1.70 32.47 1.40 10.43 0.93 3.11
16 159.17 2.98 66.81 2.06 20.89 0.98 3.20
M10 2 30.70 3.01 8.36 0.88 3.05 0.27 2.74
4 59.93 10.57 18.96 1.28 6.90 0.88 2.75
8 122.30 16.41 39.84 4.05 14.77 1.63 2.70
16 243.68 24.97 88.16 21.08 31.25 4.05 2.82
M11 2 38.77 1.47 10.49 0.14 3.36 0.11 3.12
4 75.98 0.84 23.17 0.33 7.06 0.25 3.28
8 152.53 2.83 48.71 0.76 14.60 0.52 3.34
16 304.83 10.15 100.01 2.07 29.47 0.66 3.39
M12 2 21.13 1.06 5.82 0.15 2.08 0.12 2.79
4 41.78 1.70 14.41 0.66 4.75 0.23 3.04
8 82.87 1.36 31.24 1.02 10.04 0.47 3.11
16 166.51 2.27 65.70 2.08 20.60 0.88 3.19
In both cases, the variability of the execution time increased
when usingmoremembranes because the algorithm becamemore
exploratory while improving the balance with the exploitation of
landscapes. The best paths were obtained when the number of
membranes was increased; furthermore, the variability of the so-
lutions always remains small enough to outperform the solutions
provided by the other methods.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, the membrane evolutionary artificial potential
field (memEAPF) method was proposed to solve MR path planning
problems for static and dynamic environments. The proposal was
evaluated in off-line mode in totally known static environments,
and in on-line mode in partially known dynamic environments.
The memEAPF blends a GA with the APF through a membrane
structure, using active membranes with membrane merger and
division operations to strengthen the information communication
among individuals, providing feasible and efficient paths.
An experimental simulation platform using an MR model with
physical size in the plane, position, and orientation was developed
to achieve the experiments. The experiments were designed to
challenge the memEAPF in complex path planning scenarios. To
achieve a fair comparison between the memEAPF and the other
methods exhaustive statistical experiments were conducted. The
path planning experiments were divided into two groups, off-line
mode and on-line mode.
For the off-line mode, the memEAPF produced the best results
concerning path length. The mathematical analysis showed that
there exists statistical independence among the results of the
experiments, demonstrating in all the cases that the memEAPF
obtained the shortest paths.
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For the on-line mode, the memEAPF was tested using two
different set of experiments with dynamic environments: (1) with
random placement of static objects. (2) using dynamic objects. For
both planningmodes, thememEAPFnot only always found the best
solutions compared to the othermethods, as the statistical analysis
demonstrated it, but also it provided the best solutions in less time
when it was executed in the parallel mode.
The evaluation of the memEAPF demonstrates that it is a high-
performance highly scalablemethod that can be used in sequential
mode for low cost on-board computers, or in parallel mode to
take advantage of novel computing architectures that provides
multicore CPUs in the same board, making the memEAPF suitable
for path planning problems in complex real-world scenarios. The
increase of the execution time when using more membranes is
attained to two main factors. The first one has to do with the fact
that the algorithm becomesmore exploratory, which is a desirable
characteristic. The second factor is attained with the number of
cores of the computer systemwhere the algorithm is implemented,
in our case we used a system with four cores with a maximum
of 8 execution threads; therefore, the maximum number of mem-
branes that we could run without time-sharing was eight. How-
ever, in general, the best paths were obtained when the number
of membranes was increased, and the variability of the solutions
always remains small enough to outperform the solutions provided
by the other methods. In real-life systems, according to system
constraints, a trade-off analysis focused to finding a balance be-
tween quality of solutions and execution time is recommendable.
As future work, it could be interesting to focus on multi-robot
coordinated path planning in complicated dynamic and uncertain
situations since this work only considers one MR. Another future
work is considering the use of thememEAPF through the one-level
membrane structure to perform multi-objective path planning
considering the time of the trip and the energy employed by the
MR as new objectives. Finally, the memEAPF can be extended to
work in a three-dimensional space that could be beneficial tomany
applications for gathering information (i.e., drones), disaster relief,
and exploration.
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